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STRUCHT.RE 
OF 
N.EODTII.tiUM SULFATE OCTARYDRAT~ 
by 
Donal.d R. Fitz-!ira~er and R. E. Rundle 
ABSTRA.CT 
Calculation Equipment 
The problema of X-ray crystal stru.cture determination require soma type 
of automatic computing machinery. An evaluation of these problems 4B.s lead 
to the conclusions that a parallel channel relay digital computer operating 
in conjunction with the standard r. B. M. units will meet the calculation needs 
of a structure determination and greatly shorten the time and labor involved. 
A brief description of a relay computer designed to meet these needs has been 
given. The computer will be able to perform all o:f the calculations required 
with the exception of the Patterson and electron density calculations . The 
latter may be carried out e:fficiently on standard I. B. M. units. 
Structure of Neodymium Sulfate Octahydrate 
The structure of neodymium. sulfate octa.bydrate' has been partially deter-. 
mined. The x and z parameters are known well enough to giye a correlation 
factor o:f 0.22 for Fobsd. and F calcd. The y parameters are only known approxi-
mately. On the basis of coordination radii a_~d polyhedra projections the 
coordination number of the neodymium ion is found to be nine. The coordin-
ation polyhedron is formed by adding oxygen out :from the center of the three 
vertical :faces o:f a triangular priam containing ato:m.s at the six comers. 
A new method :for the detection of pyroelectric eff'ects bas been described. 
The procedure is based on the rotation o:f a pyroelectric crystal :from 1 ts 
dipole equilibrium position in an electric :field when a temperature gradient 
i.e set up .across the o:cy-stal. The deteption of tne pyroelectric effect leads 
to the selection of a. non~centrosym:metr±c space group for the ccystal . 
•'This report is based on a master 0s thesis by D. R. Fitzwater submitted June.)! 1952. 
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INTRODUC'TION 
The theor<eti~al int.~rpreta ion of )~he. anomalous properti~s of the rare 
earth salts is dependelllt upon a knowledge of the fi~.ld s;rmmetry surrounding 
the rare earth iono Be the 9 (JQ29) 9 has cal~ul~ted the effe~t of various field 
s:ymmetries on the splitting of d~~®nerate e.neJrgy lev~J.s and has attempted to 
explain the absorpti~n spe~tra of some rare earth ealta on this basiso The 
solution or the prcblema; of loll' t<"v~p®ratuJre heat '~J:a,pacities and. ma~.a-tic sus= 
ceptibilities may also ba e.tteJn.pted l..n the ~ame mem~ro Thes-e ~alculations 
are limited howBver be~e~e~he field s~metri®s are net known for most of the 
rare earth saltso 
Compounds of i1.r~e'JC'J~st ire. iiS'i.l©h a :study are the hydrated rare earth sul= 
fates and e:hloridee~ o The ra-r0 e~aX"t,h~ P la:nthanl..tt"n th:'!"ough praesod;rmiump form 
sulfates and chlorides having the 1'o'l'm.u~ae M2 (S04)J o91I20 and MClJ o 7H~09 while 
the heavi·elt" rare earths form)) under!' similar ~ond:~_ticns~ the compounds M2 (S04ho 
8H20 and MClJ o6H2:0o '~'he shift in ths a.v·'"'·~.nt of hydration indicates- a transition 
point in the tloordfuaticm numbE::.r of t,h& rare earth icn between praseodymium 
and neodymiWl1o Several hydrates of the heavier rare !fmrth salts and gadolinium 
formate ha-we been invest!~ated (Ket,e18!1H''~ 193"'1), He-lm..'>)oh v 1939.9 and Pabst 9 1943) 
and a : 1 are con~istent with a ~oordination number of nineo The structure of 
lanthanum sulfa~e anneahyd~ate has been det~~min®d by Hunt (1950)v and is 
found to have lanthanum ions with coordination numbers of nine and twelgeo 
Because of the similar formula.ld of t~~e hydrates~ the hydrated sulfates of 1an= 
thanum t hrough pras~odymium probably all have th~ same ~oordination n~erso 
Since the coordi:nat.-ion prop&l"tie~ '9.ppaar to ~hail~-& at necdymium~ the -structure 
determination of n~~ym!um sulfate octahyd~ate was undertakeno The similarity 
of the heavi&r sulfate hydrates indicates that they have the same cool'<Hnation 
p:roperties as ths n~odymium sulfate oc::rta.hydrate o The!'efor~ a knowledg~ or 
t,he neodymium s~.:.lfate ootehydi'ate etructu.T'e would enable one to carry out the 
theoretical investigat· on of the anoraalot1S properties of most of the heavier 9 
hydrated rare earth sulfates o 
The structure determinati oms of me.r•:r probhlms of interest are held up 
or even pre-vented bec:ause o'!.' the large amou..'llt of calculadons that have to be 
carried out o ConsequeY~.tlyr an attempt '.o sp~ed up tfu.~Si:lle cal~t:iulations is b~?Jing 
made o The design or a ~pecial relay digital computer :tor X.,,..ay calculatlons 
was undertaken j_n conjMdtion with the eJtructlll"e detentination. o 
MA'rHEMA'!'ICAL PROCEDURES 
The relat:tonship betuMn 'the :bt~nsity of the :reflr~et:l.a:r. !'11om a plane 
~nd F(hkR) in iU'l. il':ideally irlmerfe~toc t~i."'Ystal i~ gi~n by, l(hk€) ·~ F .(hkJ)2 
!.PAT when."'e8 L~ the Lorer.tii- factc•:r~ ~.s e:n ang~e· factor ~orre~t.ing for .·the 
time in which the plane havlng tht) Miller ir.dice~ (hkl) was in a pcsiti'on 
to ref'lect9 P is the polarization factm':"~ .A is the abso:tption facto:r':'"~ T is 
the temperature factor; e.nd F(hkQ) iS -~.he strue>tnY"e factoro 'The ·intensity of 
a ref'lectiol.'l from a ~~;perfect 111 crystal such as e. d:l'.a.mond is proportional to 
the fh"'s~; power of the st:r·ti.ct"CJ..re :fa.c1JO!'' j,"'a. tner then ·~he !!C•-"cmd nMer o The 
values ot L and P fer the C_?mmcnl~ used X··r~,. d1.f'i'ractior! camrer~s have been 
tabulated rcr 'lf21U>OS c:t ~:1.Tl'~e!?t.. "'- whare e ie ·the angle betwee\"1 tb$ X=ray beam 
and thr- reflecting plane~ and A. is the liaveleng-t:n of the radiation used o 
The value(! of the absorption t'actor for a cylindr·::L1~e..l c::>:,-::.'!t.ar ha-re been ta.b~ 
ulateo but r..:orre~tione 'tor any otb.-er snapB are very dH'f:icult to obt.a.ino 
The values of T al"'e also difficult to cala;ulat.e and often the- net effect of 
T and P is de·;.~~rmined ei'TiOir~.ca.lly by a s·Gatist:ir.:u:l i:·:t'eatment of the rala.tion~ 
ship of the values of I (hk~) a:tter ccrre~td.on!l fo'r' 1, a.nd P,. t.J the v·alues 
of the atruct.w~e fa.,? tor obtained f'rc'm a. n~Sarly comrlet.e strucJtr.re o 
The S t;rueture 1'actor· 
'lt'he strc ""ura £acrtor 9 F(;;k~} 9 ls ralaterY. to the e.truct.ure of the ~ry·s.tal 
by the expr:e~.a ion F<- (hk~) ~ A!· = · B2 w:'lelr'e A ;: ·~ !1 t<os 2 ·-rr' (hxi <=>k:n = .! ~:d 
and B ~'f. fi ~in Z 1f {hxi=kyi= R~iJ o The etcm fo:t"!Yl !'act.o1" for the e.·(;om 9 
i 9 located at (Xi Yi ~i) i~ fi o In th~ c-.ase of a cryeot"ll ha.'•Yil.'l~ a l:!lant.er 
of symmetr•:9 ~ thB sum of the sJ'.ns tsr::ns will be zeTe.~ 9 thus :9im-plif.yin~ the 
calc:ulat:'Lnn of' the st:r"t!e:t'll"e facto:r a:nd rendsr:ln~ mmecessa.:t:r the e-valuatlon 
of B o The eqt:r.n:.lo:o. ·lor the s+-ruct.ur8 fae:tor ~an not be solved diile~tly for 
the structure since 9 at -the be~Sinning ox th-3 structure det::Jrmination 9 the v-a.lues 
of I(hk~) a.re ~mown but. the sig.1~ oi" F(hk.Q) are not knowi.i.o 1 
The d.is-cribllti_?n of 9l€1ctront'i J.n a unit tt~ll~ f'(:r 1 ~1~ varies periodi~ 
cally in the ~?-rysta.JL. and S> in tha OO$€ of a. ,eenrr9P:fffi!i1etr~~a. crystal 9 is dos~ 
cribed b;:- f{x y ~>;) "3 l ? ~ ~ ~.., (hkJ) e .~ 17 -· 01X=Ky=J?z} where V is the 
v !.':t k l . 
• h ~ o.r· vo.lume of the U.."lit. ~.sllo Goneeq!lently 5, if th~ s1g::1s of t .e s~uayve roo1,s 
the obSG;t"V&.blr1f l(hk~) ~ ar ' ·:n•:mn? t.he al~~t:t'c:- densit,y a (, any point in the unit 
cell rna;,· be ('.a::.~ula tea and th~~ s truot.'lXt'e d.&termlned o 
If one could guess a ~truct~·· ~ ·" advance 1, its eor:i:"ectnes.s CJould be 
.readily te:~ted by., t,h!· eal~:ul~tio::t . c·~ F ('!':tkO)f'rom t.h.e s.t1-.uot'U1:"~. anti ?ompar~ng 
F (hk.Q) witn the observed ve1lues of F (hk~fo:r melens of tpe I"6.Ll.abil~ ty inaex o 
.. 
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If the reHabilit:y index welt"e promis!ng, the stron~er reflections, where signs 
are least likely to ~hange due to errors in the postulated structttre 9 may be 
used as coefficients in the e: ::.ctron density function to obtain a alearer 
idea as t'o what the structure really is. The raliability lndex of pr~ess 
towj~r~ a final jt~l!~rei is the value of the reliability index R where R ~ ~-. I abadl .J - F . ~) o Booth (1948) has found that in eompleted structures 
~ J F , I 
obsd o 0 
the value of R l:"an~es from 0 .12 to Oo22. In cases where a ~ood ~uess at 
the structure is not possible~ the u~e of the Patterson function is of ~eat 
aid in getting started on a structure determination. 
The Patterson Function 
The P: .. t-tl3r~on fttrll.'rtion 9 f(x:h:~ ) P i~ eimilar to the /\x:rz} funetl on but 
uses the values of F (hki) ~ Ta'ther than the values of F (hkl). The Patterson 
. ., !lzru;tiol.! 1.& given b7 P(x,-a) ~ ~ ~1,F (hk~) :l l!~ 2 ff (hx-k;r= g -z) for the 
cantrosymmetrical case. The Patterson function is of great importance since 
only the observable Ci.9.ta are used in its calcula\iono · 
The Patterson function exhibits maximum values at vector dlstances between 
the atoms in the crystalo Since there ~represent in the unit cel1. (n2=n) 
maximav where n is the number of' atoms in the unit cell 9 the interpretation 
of the Patterson fun,t:ton in most cases is very cUff'icult. Often the~, location 
of a very heavy atob. may b~ found from the Patterson function 9 even in cases 
where further int-s-rpretation cf the Patters on fm1ction is not nossible 'o. B:r 
the use of the PatteTson funtftion~ th\9 stru<Cture factor 9 the electron density 
function and a,n:y knowledge of the structure, a rough structure may usually 
be obtain&~d o There then remains the task of r efining the rough parameters so 
as to obtain a final structureo 
The Refin~ment of Parameters 
Parameters are of'ten refined by successive ca.lcula.tion of the structure 
factors and electrcn density fun~tions 9 using for the st~m:~ttn"'e factor Olll~ 
culations th~ value of the parameters obtained from the preceding ~le~tTon densi~ 
f'unGtion calculation. This pro<Gess :ls zoepeated until t:b..ere- are no more chan~as 
in si~ · of the ~alculated values of the structure factor. 1~1~ procedure, 
if applicable, is u..~ua.lly the laast laborious method of Tefi:nernent o 
at a 
The differenU.al S:yl'lthesi~ method o.t", •. r~:~inemtm.t make~use of the f~t that,·· .. 
point of maximum electron density 9 Q r.:J.n;,l ~ ';) I :..Ctuz..J. :: ()r(xyz) :;. 0. 
0 ~ . :!) T \., CJ % . 
. "' 
" 
.,.,. .... 
.. 
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By applying these conditions to the electron density function~ three equations 
of the following form are obtained, 
h IF (hkQ) ! sin 2 1Y (hx'"'ky= l z - o\.) = 4/T 2 ~ 
a 0 v 
h2 I F (hkc2) I cos 2 d (hx+kyt .R Z = rl.. ) 
~ h k / F(hkt) / cos 2 ff(hx~k:r+ ..e z= ~) 
3 
~ h R. IF (hk l ) I cos 2 ft(hxtk:r~ ~ Z= o{ ) ~ 0 
3 
where Ex~ Ey 9 and Ez are the errors in x~ y, and z when x 9 y 9 and z are close 
to a point of maximum electron density. 
There are J.everal methods of refin~ment which involve minimizing such func= 
tions as R ~ hkl W (F obsd. = F calcd) ~ For these methods to be applicable~ 
the parameters must be known with an error on th~ order of 0.5 angstrom unit. 
One of these refinement procedures is the steepest descents method of Booth (1949). 
The method has been modified by Qurashi (1949) 9 who obtained the expression 
~ U F calcd e 
ei ~ hk t)J(F obsd o] C!alcd .) l£xi ~ 
~ ~~~F ,.,a,,.n J2 
hk ~~ 
where ei is the error in the Xi coordinate. 
Calculation Equipment Needed 
Due to the enormous labor involved in carrying out the calculations required 
for the determination of a ~tructure by X=ray diffraction methods 9 procedures 
that may utilize existing calculation machinery such as the International 
Business Machines units* are very useful. In the present structure I. B. M. 
units were used to cal.JUl ate r(xyz)V P(xyz) and F(hkO)o Such procedures 
have saved a great deal of time. It has been found 9 however, that the flexi= 
bility of the I . B. M. equipment is not great enough to carry out many of the 
required calculations efficiently and 9 indPed g can not carry out some operations 
of interest at all. Most of the time consuming data preparation has to be 
carried out by hand before the I. B. M. units can start to work. 
( 
There is definit.e need for some type of automatic computin~ and data 
handlin~ device that can carry out the preliminary c:alr~''1ations for the L B. Mo 
units and can do ~he type of werrk for which the I o B. lie calculators are un-
suited o The de·vice should be able to do the following8 
lo To handle lar~e volumes of data rapidly and with convenience to 
operatoro The operation shouldp preferably~ be automatico 
2o To take in data in a readily available form and put out da\a in readily 
usable formo 
3o To be operated by personnel havin~ a .ery small amount of trainin~, 
SQ that its use wo~,~ not be denied to any one needing it~ because of 
lack of Alect~icaJ knowlndgeo 
4o To be repaired by personnel having only a limited knowled~e of elec-
trical circuits and the desi~n of th& deviceo 
5o To calculate simple operations such as ~ddition 9 subtraction~ multi~ 
plication and divisiono 
6o To look up automatically the values of a fUilction and perform cal~ 
culations using this functiono 
7 o To do all calculations with at least three decimal places accuracy 
with the possibility of requiring more accuracy in the futurep when 
int.ens i ty measuJremSl'lts are made more aceura tely o 
In addition the device sho'fftd b~;-as inexp<iSn~iv·e !iS poesible and still 
fill the above requlrementso 
Analog type calculators were at first ~onsidered but wer~ eliminated be-
cause they met only conditions ; and 6o It was felt that a properly designed 
digital calculator could meet all the abov~ requirementso Th~re ar€ many 
different types or digital calculators that have be~n builtp each fulfilling 
a certain type of ne-ed~ The two major typet'l are the electronic: computer and 
the relay computero The electronic corr~uter is seveval orders of magnitud~ 
more rapid than the ordinary relay computer in carrying out calculations 
interna~lyo The deciding factors between the two types are usually those of 
speed desired and the exp~nse to be allowedo 
The speed of calculation of a computer is a funeticm or the speed of 
the calculating units and the speed of the imput and output units for the data o 
* The punched card equipment of the International Business Machines Cor~ 
pora tion is commonly referred to by the initials I o B o M o 
=11~ 
If the calculation units can compute th~ average sized problem more rapidly 
t nan its solution can be recorded, the extra speed in the calculating units 
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is wastedo If an el~ctronic computer were used for X=ray calculations most 
of· its speed l'OUld be wasted in such a marmer o An electronic computer would 
give still faster results than a relay computer where the output speed is of 
the same order of magnitude as that of co~~ercial tape punching equipmento 
Since an electronic calculator would cost ten times as much as a relay digital 
calculator the relay digital type is more suitable for our needso The design 
and construcUon of a relay digital calculatpr was then started o 
I ' 
DESI'GN OF REL~Y DIGI~AL COWUTER 
G~mt.ral Description 
A relay digital computer ,. which has been designed to meet crystal struc= 
ture calculation needs j is now being construc:t..ed o The final design of the 
computer has not been compl-€t.ed as yet and the description that follows is 
not intended to be- cO!ll-plete o This description presents only the basic design 
and many of the details- that are subject to possible modification during the 
aourse of the constructio~ are not discussed. The computer is quite small in 
size and will be installed in standard relay racks arranged around a ,desk con-
taining the co!ltrol panels o The cost of' the computer is expected to be compar= 
atively small in rel~tionship to the cost of the usual computer o The saving 
in size and cost are possible because circuits that would not be practical 
in a larger computer may be used and because the flexibility requirem~nts 
are not so strict since the major task of the computer is in the field of 
crystal struc~ure analysis" 
The computer wilJ be able to handle all of the calculations pr~viously 
describedo The calculation of P(xyz) and ;o(xyz) may 9 however 8 be carried out 
more easily on L Be Mo unitso With small modifications 9 the computer could 
rapidly evaluate determinants of large sizeo The speed of operation in the 
computer number system is given in Table l for the common operations o These 
speeds do not include the time required for conversion to and from the com= 
puter number systemo 
Table lo 
Operation Time in Seconds 
Addition Oo015 
Multiplication 
Division 
Evaluation of cos x LlOO 
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Th~ - Number System 
One of the fundamsnta l p~oblems in computer des i gn is the numbe~ system 
to be used o For most purposes ·a cqmpute~ is ~equired to t ake in and give out 
information in the decimal number system and, since th~ decimal numb8r system 
is poorly adapted to relay digital ~alculation, the computer must translate 
between the dt'lcimal syste-m and the- sys-tem uaoo for ealculations o 
There are several number -systems that may be used in relay digital com ... 
put ing circuits 0 The systems commonly uae<i-are the bi nary and the octaL 
Bell Telephone Laboratories have been using the biquinary system~ that has the 
advantage of being self Qhecki ng to .a great extento Most common faulty oper= 
ations are easily detected by the appearanc~ of a number in the oi~its that 
does not belong to the number eystem o The binary ~ ootal and biquin~ry number 
systems along with their aqdition and multiplication tables are shown in Tables 
2 9 3 9 4 9 and 5 o 
Table 2o Number Systems 
Decimal Biquinary Octal Binary 
0 00 = 0 0 0 
1 00 = 1 1 1 
'2 00 ~ 2 2 10 
J 00 = 3 .3 11 
4 00 = 4 4 100 
5 5 = 0 5 101 
6 5 1 6 110 
7 5 = 2 7 111 
8 5 3 10 1000 
9 5 = 4 11 1001 
• 
I 
' \ 
J , 
Table 3. Addition in Possible Number Systems 
Biquinary Addition 
00-0 00-1 00-2 00-3 00-4 5-0 5-1 5-2 5-3 5-4 
oo-1 loo-2 00-3 00-4 5-0 5-1 . 5-2 5-3 5-4 (00-1)(00-0) 
00-2 I00-3 00-4 5-0 5-1 5-2 5-3 5-4 (00-1)(00-0) (00-1)(00-1) 
00-3 100-4 5-0 5-1 5-2 5-3 5-4 (00-1) (00-0) (00-1) (00-1) (00-l) (00-2) 
00-4 5-0 5-1 5-2 5-3 5-4 (00-1) (00-0) (00-1) (00-1) (00-1) (00-2) (00-1) (00-3) 
5-0 5-1 5-2 5-3 5-4 (00-1) (00-0) (00-1) {00-l) (00-1) (00-2) (00-1) (00-3) (00-1) (00-4) 
5-1 5-2 5-3 5-4 (00-1) (00-0) (00-1) (00-1) (00-1) (00-2) (00-1) (00-3) (00-1) (00-4) (00-1) (5-0) 
5-2 5-3 5-4 (00-1) (00-0) {00-1) {00-1) (00-1) (00-2) (00-1) (00-3) (00-1) (00-4) (00-1) (5-0) (00-1)(5-1) 
5-3 5-4 (00-1)(00-0) {00-1)(00-1) (00-1)(00-2) {00-1)(00-3) (00-1)(00-4) (00-1)(5-0) (00-1)(5-1) (00-1) (5-2) 
5-4 {00-1) {00-0) (00-1) {00-1) (00-1) {00-2) (00-1) {00-3) {00-1) {00-4) (00-1) (5-0) (00-1)(5-l) (00-1)(5-2) {00-1)(5-3) I 
I-' 
w 
I 
Octal Addition Binary Addition 
--
0 1 2 3 4 5 ') 7 0 1 
11 -2 3 4 5 6 7 10 1~ 
21 3 4 5 6 7 10 11 
: I 4 5 6 7 10 11 12 5 6 7 10 11 12 13 
5 I 6 7 10 11 12 13 14 H co Q I 
6 7 10 11 12 13 14 15 
1\) 
-'""" I-' 
7 I 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 
Table 4. 
00-0 
00-1 I 00-2 
00-3 I 00-4 
5-0 I 
5-1 I 
5-2 I 
5-3 
5-4 
Biquinary Multiplication 
00-l 00-2 00-3 00-4 5-0 5-1 5-2 5-3 5-4 
00-1 00-2 00-3 00-4 5-0 5-1 5-2 5-3 5-4 
00-2 00-4 5-1 5-3 {00-1)(00-0) {00-1)(00-2) {00-1)(00-4) {00-1)(5-1) {00-1)(5-3) 
00-3 5-1 5-4 {00-1)(00-2) {00-1)(5-0) {00-1)(5-3) {00-2){00-1) {00-2){00-4) {00-2)(5-2) 
00-4 5-3 (00-1)(00-2) {00-1)(5-1) {00-2){00-0) (00-2){00-4) {00-2)(5-3) (00-3) (00-2) {00-3) (5-1) 
5-0 {00-1)(00-0) {00-1)(5-1) (00-2)(00-0) {00-2)(5-0) {00-3)(00-0) (00-3)(5-0) {00-4)(00-0) (00-4)(5-0) 
5-1 (00-1)(00-2) (00-1)(5-3) (00-2)(00-4) {00-3)(00-0) (00-3)(5-1) (00-4)(00-2) {00-4)(5-3) {00-5)(00-4) 
5-2 (00-1)(00-4) (00-2)(00-1) (00-2)(5-3) (00-3)(5-0) {00-4)(00-2) {00-4)(5-4) {00-5) (5-1) (00-6) {00-3) 
5-3 {00-1) (5-1) (00-3)(00-4) (00-3)(00-2) (00-4)(00-0) {00-4)(5-3) {00-5)(5-1) {00-6)(00-4) {00-7)(00-2) 
5-4 {00-1)(5-3) (00-2)(5-2) (00-3)(5-1) (00-4)(5-0) {00-5) (00-4) {00-6) {00-3) {00-7) (00 ... 2) {00-8) (00-l) 
"' 
I 
I-' 
.;c-
I 
H 
tD 
0 
I 
r\) 
.;c-
1--' 
... 
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Table 5o 
Octal Multipli,cation 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
1 1 2 .3 4 .5 6 7 
2 2 4 6 ).0 12 14 16 
.3 3 6 11 14 17 22 25 · 
4 4 10 14 20 24 30 34 
5 5 12 17 24 31 36 43 
6 '6 14 22 30 36 44 52 
7 7 16 25 34 43 5f 61 
·~~ 
Binary Multiplication 
0 1 
lr 1 
The number of relays req·uired to represent a numbe-r in each system is 
different~ Irt the biquinary system, 21 relays will represent in~egral numbers 
up to 999 while· the same number of relays will represent integral numbers 
up to 2 ~097 91-51 ·in the binary or octal cede o As indicated -by Tables 3 ~ 4P 
and 5 the binary code has the simplest addition and multiplication tables and 
i:s consequently the number system having the simplest circuits o Calculations 
·may be carried out with fewer components '9y use of the- binary system and 
is used in the computero The computer is designed to handle calculati~ns in~ 
vol ving numbers from 0 )}001 to 204 7 ~ 999 o .This requires a 20 binary digit 
capacityo , T~e number capacity can, of course he eXpanded to meet future de= 
mand o HO',;eve;r 9 the introduc-t:~ oo of a semi=locarithmic number form is riot pos= 
sible without extensive mod~fi~ationo 
' The conversion between the- decimal number SY13tem and the binary n~ber 
systeDI. must be carried out by calculations in the- binary number systemo ' A 
proc~duri ror doing this has been&veloped by Maucply (1948) o His calculation 
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procedure is entirely adsquate for our needs and will be used in the computero 
The conversidn does not ~equire any additional equipment but it does take 
ad i itional time o 
Error Detecti.on 
The decision to use the binary number system rather than s~lf checking 
number system requires that. special attention be paid to the error detecting 
cirouits o The nature of the ~rror detecting circuits is , clos~ly tied to 
the design ~f the computer its~lf o There are few proc~dur~s that are really 
batisfactoryo In some eases the problem is being selved by the construction 
of two identical canputers and checking one against the other o For the computer 
being designed~ several techniques~ not feasible on a larger scale 9 rray be 
employed that help a great deaL 
Since the number of components is relatively small 7 a defective component 
may be detec-Ged by systematic checking of the circuits with a .multichannel os--
cilloscope o A ten channel oscilloscope with a persistent screen fo:r: the ob= 
servation of transients has been built for our use o Ex~riment ha~ shown that 
it is capable of displaying ten1ransients of OoOOl second duration on th~ screen 
at re~dable intensities o The oscilloscope i s connected through selecting , 
switches to ~very part of the computer that is to be checkedo Any portion 
of the compnter ~y be observed in operation by switching circuits on the 
oscilloscope- paneL The repair of a defective component may be facilitated 
by making as many components as possibl e plug~in units so that they may be 
replaced quicklyc 
Algebraic Addition 
Since the operations of mathematics are all based on additi on, the- addition 
unit is the heart of the calculation unito It is in the addition unit that 
one of the major justifications for the use of ~he binary systemariseso 
The a~dition unit may be made much simpler in the binary system than in any 
other number systemo · J' 
If one has a unit that can add two binary digitsj he may combine sueh 
·units and add multidigit numbers o The first problem is to design a unit that 
can add two binary digitso l'o do this~ the binary digits must -be r-epresent.ed 
by some electrieal p~rty~ The most commonly used property is that of 
voltage~ one voltage being assigned a significance of 1 and another voltage 
being assignoo a significance of 0.- The representation is j of course-9 entire-ly 
arbitrary and is -based only upon the requirement that it give simple- oper-
ational circuitsc In the following discussionj the symbols 1 and 0 are used 
interchangeably with the voltages which represent theme 
, I 
=17= 
If a relay circuit is to add two binary digits 9 it must be able to re= 
cognize the possible inputs of (0¢0) 9 (1~0) 9 and (l~l)o The relay circuits 
must then give the proper one of the three possible outputs 9 (Osum9 Ocarry) 9 (18 um, lcarry) and (Osum9 lcarry) o In most relay circuits in use at present 9 
several relays are ~squired to perform this operati~n o Hewever 9 by proper 
choice of cir~uits and number representation, this operation may be performed 
by the use of only one relayo The latter circuit will be used in the computer 
because of its ecanomyo 
The valaes of Vf and V0 , are given by V0 =Vi ~ Vi 9 where Vi is ~he voltage 
required to operate a relay of type L Since there -a.re- se-v~ral type-s -of relay-s 
in use in the computer the actual values of Vi and V0 varyo The conversion 
from one valUf. of Vi 9 or V0 to another is quite simple and presenys no problema 
' . 
A relay normally has on~ two stable input states while binary addition 
requires thr~o · The extra stable state is obtained by making the output a 
function of one of the imput numbe-rs ~s shown in Figure L A relay connected 
as shown will perform the addition of two -binary digits o By using several 
of these adding relays 9 multidig~t numbe-rs may be addedo -It should be noted 
that addition relays must be used to add the carry of the addition relay to the 
output of the next addition relay as in Figure 2o This makes a total of 
2M-l ~elays r-P-quired to add two numbers of M digits eacho This circuit will 
per£orm multidigit addition but i~ is not the most simple circu~t that may 
be designedo An attempt was made to analyze the circuit by the use of sym= · 
bolic logic and switching algebra but the circuit interactions were too comp+ex 
to handle in the available notations o An att empt to expand the notation system 
to cover such circuits was made but it has not been successful as yeto The ' 
circuit analysis ha<!l to be carried out mentally rath~r than mechanicallyo 
The resulting circuit .is given in Figure 3o Sinee any mental process is more 
subject to error than is a mechani~al process~ an exr~rimental model of the 
addition circuit was builto The model ~ ould handle up to four binary digits 
and worked without error? thus indicating that the analysis was correcto 
The circuit descrft;>ed so far is capable of multidigit add.iti,on with po= 
sitive numbers o The- cii-cui t must now be- modifiM to enable it to subtract 
if one of the nUJnbers is negative o The operations (A=B) can b~ most easily 
carried out by the addition ~r the- complement (2047o999=B) to Ao The answer 
obtained must be returned w the ordinary representation o There are two 
types of answers 9 each requiring a different treatm~nt 9 corresponding to 
A=B < 0 and A=B ) Oo J;f A=B ) 0 9 the digits appearing in the first 
20 'outputs are (A=B) =l and the dig~t appearing in the 21st output is l o 
If A=B ( 0 9 the digit s appearing in the first 20 outputs are 2047o999 = (A~B) 
and the digit appearing in the 21st output is Oo If the addition unit is so 
arranged as to add the 21st output ont~ the first output and then take the 
0 ompl~ment of the resulting answer if the 21st digit is 1 and n~gative if 
the 21st digit is Oo 
I 
0 
0, 
0 
A, 8, 
-18-
A B 
Sum digit 
Carry digit 
Fig. 1--Additiona1 relay. 
Oa. 
o...., __ __. 
I -J 
Fig. 2--Addition circuit, A + B = C. 
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------..... O-J 
0 
....,~---... 
o~ 
0 
Fig. 3--Addition circuit, A + B = C. 
c--. c,_,+• 
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The (A=B) 9 (A~B) and (=A=B) circuits must be consolidated so as to per= 
form the correct. operations with any of the possible imputs. This requires 
a change in the sign ¢ont~ol of the additio~ unit. The final additional 
components of the algebraic addition unit are shown in Figures 3 9 49 59 and ~. 
The re~aya to be uaed in the addi:~i on circui ·~s are high speed 9 low cur= 
rent oapacity types requiring spark euppression for an inductive load. The 
fJB.d for many of the contacJ\·s ie t;, relay coil lfhich has enough inductance to 
burn ou<c the :r~- ay Clontact.s after a Telati vely f"ew operations. Lifetimes 
on t.he order of 100~000 9000 operatfons are expacted for these relays but 'can 
be achieved only if t~ere is adequate spark suppression in th~ load circuits. 
All of the commonly. ns~d re8ie·~or and condenser' networks slow down the relay 
operation by a fac'\.o:t" of tan. The I"t:!lay manufactur_,r was unable to describe 
a spark suppression circuit the. t would be adequate and so experimental work 
on th~ design of spa~k supu~ession circuits was carried out. 
The us.e of a 1N38 crystal dicd-l!l shunted across the coil leads 11 as in 
Figure 7 was quite "'latisfacr'~-ory although some-what expensiv-e. The- use of 
the 1N38 is lim:i.ted to ciE'\: u~.ts 'hi whitt.h the cur.:--ent flow is cnnstant in 
direction. This is not true in the addition units and eo t he 1N38 can not be 
used. 
~e use of a 0.04 watt nV!o~il glow t,ube across the coil leads was helpful 
bui not satisfactory. It was then found that, if one side of t he g<ow tube 
was held at striding pot~ntial abo~~ the highest potential in the coil lead 9 
the sup~~essi~ ~f the high voltage pulse is quite good. - By placing a con~ 
denser and resister network as shown L1 F1gure 8 ~ the glCitf tube conducts 
curre!Jnt only when a. t'lhange is takillg ple.ce in the circuit. The other compo= 
nents in Figure 5 are required so that the ~ircuit will be symmetrical. 
This eir~uit is st 11 being studied and appeaTs to be satisfactoryo 
If ·this spark suppression circuit is sat sfa~ .... .,ey~ it will be· poas1ble 
to operate th~ re;l.ays at 0.5 mlllisecor1d make or break. This speed of opera~ 
tion will give a maximum operation time for the addition unit of 10 millise= 
conds. This maximQI!l time occurs only when there is a ~arry from the first 
output to the 20th output. , .... 
Th~ Multiplication Unit 
The multiplication table in ~1e binar,y syetem is very ~imple 9 consis~ing 
of only two entr:i.es ~ OX) ~ 0 e.nd Ul 'g 1. Multiplication ~onsists of summing 9 
with the prop0r column -shifts~ the products of ea~h multlplier. Because of the 
simplicity of the binary rnu1tiplicaticn table-~ these products can only be 
either 0 or the number being multiplied. Consequently multipl!.cation can b'e 
carried out by the sucw~ssive additions of the number be.ing multiplied to 
itself with the proper ehift between additions. These shifts have to be 
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Out to store or Complement 
0 0 
21 I 2. Ro 
Input fran Addition 
Fig. 4--Addition for end around carry. 
To 
Store 
I 
0 
-22-
0utput 
Input 
Fig. 5--Complement unit. 
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Fig. 6--Sign and complement control. 
Addition 
Plus 1 
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....., 
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~ --J ___ .,_ __ 
(+\ (-) 
1. N 3Q + ~0 v. 
n 
Fig. 7--Diode suppression. 
• 
~ 
~---------------
Fig. 8--Neon glow tube suppression. 
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made in su~h & ma:nMr tf:e.t the fi:nl!.\1 anfH"'-eJ." l"-aS tM det:!.ma.l point in th~ 
right pla<~•Eio Sin~~ most r:;ult:!.plieationf"l th&.i ar·e of interest ay·e e~a.rried r.;ut 
with ®!theY" irJteg1"al Dli:' d1:lc'illi8l multiplicr~ 9 the multipli~ation can be most 
ef'fic:i.antly carried ot"..t in t·No p:rcg'l""am &tepSl o The f"lrst l:!lonsi~ts of decimal 
multf.pli~tior.! e.nd the second .r<;~TI.5ists of :lr.tegral mu:tiplir.Jatit)ilo Either 
or' both may b-e call~d :to;r> in th€ p!'Og1~'s.m r~et upo Thi~ wUi. ~ave e. great deal 
of time in a lvlilg ~alcu.le-ll-iCI'l'io The net mu.ltipli~a'Gion time per program ste}:' 
1~ ten t-imes the acld:i tloi.'l t~;~··:' plus the ~~ tc~·age time requirec~ o :tn ~1ddition 
to the abov-e cir~uH.i.i P a ,c:frcuh;, ~,hi!'/_~;, will g:'..·\re the coli."ref:lt eign to the pro= 
du~t must also be incH1ded o 
In thiS! c:tr(J'dtv <l mulMp><' ,r::la.tioa unbeleeitor ha5 control oval" the tlt"an= 
5I i'E!nt , s torag-9 units 9 the ad<H tier; i.:!otrt~·cl unit and a shift 'tt\fl,lt o The tmise= 
lector i~ so wiraci tb.~~ ~ l:'.s it si~pa along au·'tom~til(:)ally from one ~ontr.cit 
to the next 9 :i:l~ gi·w<B~ ?,he p:.."oper o1:'Cl~rs to th-o above units o 'fin;,;.,~ orders 
are given in Tablt.:~ 6o 
6 = 2lo 
22o 
Read A t;rc.,m storoe (!!~) i:t~t.o spscbl ~tore C::.) o 
Read B 'Fl"0\11 strj)??. (b) iTr'ib•J multip1ir,ation ~hif~: unito Sat •shift. 
D.nit fc•:t" 0 shiZ'to Hea.ct t~hit't i'i'!i;(', t~.dcU.t:io:t'< inp\lt if first digit 
of' A is L Pb.::>e additit):n mrtp'llt in 21pecial S\';ore (..2) o 
Read (2) into mu1tiplication shift Uutdto Set ehift unit for <V>l shifto 
Read (b) into e.dt1."Lt.1.cn 'lldto Read shift i:r.t,o addition unit if second 
digit iu i~ L PlacB '.'lcidH,io:n t."JUtpv3;, in ~pecial store (3) o 
Read e~pec:ial !:!tore (3) :int.c. multiplic:<!l.tion flhift un:Ho Set sh~.ft, for 
-!fl sb.i"" ~~, o Read (b) :! y;,t . add:':. t]. on unit o Ree.d ehift into addition unit 
if third digit :.n A is L E:"abe spee!ial store (2) ar~d pl5.ce addition 
output in ito 
Read (2) into mvJ .. -.:.ipliGa.tion'· shH't u:nito S~t shift unit for <~>l shifto 
Read (b) into adr15.t:ton unJ.t o Read shift into ~.d.dit:lcm tmit if t'ourth 
digit in A 5Ls L E··a~e spe{dial s.tc-:re (:3) al!ii placE\ additioMl out= 
put it'l it o 
Repeat cycl19B ~. and 5 ~ us:h'lg th~ !'.PP'!"Opriate digit of' Ao 
The nillllher in spec:.al st,ctrc t~) ie Co S~nd signs of" .A a:r.d B to mul~ 
• tiplication sign conbrol a:r.1d apply r•esulting sign t ~.. Co 
The division pro·d!~n;;s may be ca.r...:·:.~d o •t in a ma,rmer similar to that 
of multl.pl.:ieatlcn by u.simt, subtre<:"t,io~'l inste~d of adr1H.icno 'l'ha dr~uit 
r;-r· a gen(lra* di'visiC~n is unju~tin.abJy ~omn1ex and ::~o";" the slmplifie;at """" 
:ts tnade that the only di'ded.m'ls to be tJarri.'ed out a.re'Tr o 'l"ho value oft 
may then be calc;ulcr.ted by m1.llt:f:t}Hc:at:i.oi2'.:. o 
.. 
The reeiprocal of B may be calculated as shown in the example below 
using numb@rs of four ipteger digits and four decimal digitso 
oOlOl 
11,0000/laOOOOOOOO 
110000 
1000000 
llOQOQ 
10000 
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The division is Garried out by holding the position of llaOOOO constant and 
shifting the 1 in OOOOaOOOl to the left until it gives a positive. result 
when llaOOOO is subtracted from ito This positive result- is then shifted . 
to the left until .it 9 toe 9 gives a positive result when 11.0000 is subtrac-
tedo This process is continued until all of the available answer positions 
have been filled with either 1 or Oo The answer is ' made up by placing a 
1 in each of the (n-si ) positions where n is the number of decimal places in 
the number system and Si is thP total number of shifts required to give a 
positive diff~rence in the subtraction process o The number positions are 
labeled 9 for this purpose only~ (n-l)ooo 2 1 Oo =1 =2oooo =no The orders re= 
, quired for the reciprocal control uniselector are given in Table 7o 
.. 
The Function Table 
One of the most useful features of the calculator is the ability to look 
up a function 'in a table of equidistant values of that function 0 The proce-ss 
consists of, taking the nearest va'lues from the table and interpolating be~ 
tween them•·to give the value desired o Any function that varies smoothly 
enough to give an accurate lin€ar interpolation value may be usedo The ta~ 
bular values are entered by connecting the proper terminals on a removable 
funetion plUgo This enables one to ·change the function in the table by chan-
ging the function plugo The funct.ion _plug socket is connected to the eontacts 
of a uniselsctor and numbers are read out by direeting the uniselector to the 
value wanted o 
The uniseleetor acts as a translator is such a circuit 9 since in the 
X position, the number of its contacts is f(x)o In .order to interpolatep 
the· values of f (nA) and f( A9-A) are needed where nA ~X~ (n.e,l)A 9 and A r·e= 
presents the interval of tRe values in the t ableo The uniselector esn give 
this information if n is known. The value of n may easily be d~termined if 
A is made equal to som~ number such as OoOOlOOOOOOO in the binary systemo 
If X ~OolOllOlOOOO for 
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Table 7 o Div~sion Orders for+ ::; C 
lo Read aOOOOOOOOOl from constant store (1) into division shift. Set 
shift unit f-or 0 shift. Read shift and ~ I B/ into addition unit. 
Store answer in s~~ial store (2}. If answer is positive~ place a 
1 in position 9 of special store (4). Store shift in constant store (2). 
2. If number in spe~ial store (2) is positiv~» read it into +1 shift unit. 
It . n·,~ in epec~al store (2) is negative 1 read ' constant stQre . . (2) 
in-t9- +1 shift 'lmit:· ~, 1tead -shift and ~ lBI into addition unit. 
Erase constan:t ~~ore (1) and p;lace shift output in it. Erase spe.cial 
store (3) and st&1·~ ans1fer in it, If' answer is posi-tive 9 place a 
1 in position 8 of spec!al st.,orage (4) • 
... 
3 o If number in special store (3) is- positive, read it into "'1 shift. 
- If number in special store (3) is negative 9 read constant store (1) 
into '1>1 shift . Read shift and = I Bj into addition unit. Erase 
constant store (2) and place :shift output in ito Erase special store 
(2) apd place answer in it . If answer is positive, place a 1 in 
position 7 of special store (4). 
4 = 20. Repeat cycles 2 and 3 using the appropriate positions in special 
store {4} o 
21. The number in £pecial store (3) is the reciprocal of B. Asign it 
1the same sign as that of B. 
exampl~~ one would look up t he values of f(OolOlOOOOOOO) and f(o.iloooooooo). 
These number~ can be selected by a single choi ce relay in the 3~ binary digit 
column of th~ decin~ls. After the values on either side of ·X are determined 
the information i! sent to the calculation circuits for interpolation. 
Number St orage 
There are three t ypes or sto~age units , to be used for the computer, these 
are neon glow tube-s 9 eingl e- pole 9 double- throw relays and paper tape. Th-e neon 
glow tubes are used for the storage of calculation data that are used fre-
quently, but do not require high speed access. The single pole· doubl& th~ow 
relays are u~ed for high ~peed storage of ~alculation transientso The paper 
tape is used for the s t orage of larga volumes of input and output data re-
quiring on+y slow access timeo 
The neon glow tube storage unit 9 Figure 99 is quite simple and relatively 
cheapo Its operation depends upon the striking and cut off potentials of 
the glow tubeo The tubes are biased above cut off potential but below striking 
potential and require an input pulse to cause conduotiono Once the tube starts 
to conduct it will continue until the bias voltage i s removedo Th~ tube 1 there-
fore~ rP-members the- state- of the input line and can give information when re= 
questedo When a number is desired 9 th ~ output voltages maintained by the 
glow tubes are select,ed by a uniselector l:'iWitch and applied to a bank of 
single pole double throw relays that translate t he glaw tube voltages into 
the V0 and Vi values r, required by the calculatoro 
The relay storage units are shown in Figllr'e lOa The number is placed 
in the relays and a hold voltage applied. The relays that ' have operated 9 re= 
main operated 9 until the hold voltage is cut offo If a number is desired, the 
output leads are connected to the circuit where it is uaed o 
The paper storage t ape is simply the ©omputer output .reperforatoro The 
reperf'orator punches the paper tape with the binary digitso If a number is 
desired the t ape must be sent through the tranfom:itter and distributor unit 
in the computer inputo 
Number Distribution 
The numbers used in a calculation are drawn from several sources~ and 
some system of linkage must be used to provide access to their sources by 
the calculating unito The access is controlled by the main control unit. 
These circuits have not as yet been designed 9 for final flexibility require-
ments on a ccess have not been set upo However 9 the circuits will be quite 
simple in principle no matter what flexibility is required o 
Input and Output 
Numbers may be placed in the storage units directly by the use of a 
keyboard o : But since most numbers are needed in the binary system9 the key= :--
board may be connected to the calculation unito The ~alculation unit-.then 
converts the number into binaTY form and punches it on the output tape or 
places it in a storage unito If a group of numbers are to be used again 9 .• 
they may be punched in binary form on a paper tape. When needed the t ape may 
be fed through the tap& reader o When output information is desired the binary 
numbers are converted to the de~imal system and printed by teletypewritero 
The equip!lent to be used in these drcu:l.ts is that of the Tele t ype Corporationo 
This equipment operates at a standard speed of 360 operations per minuteo 
Each operation supplies fiwe binary digits of informationo 
.. ~ 
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Fig. 9--Glow tube storage. 
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Control Unit 
The cont~ol unit consists of a bank of uniselectors with thei~ 
contacts connected to plug receptacles on a paneL The outputs of thP unise= 
lectors are perman-ently wired so as to control the calculation cycle~ and 
the number :~ransfers o The operations desired a!l."e wired into removable plugs o 
The valt"ious operations required such as addition and multiplication are con= 
tralled by a rels.y or . uniselec;tor timing cycle v and may be called for by a 
four digit cqde o The C01'11plete design of this unit awaits the completion of 
the number transfor unito 
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 
Preparation of the Crystal 
The crystals of neodymium sulfate r:>ctahydrate were obtained by crystal= 
liZation in a vacuum desiccator f'It'om a dilu.te sulftl.ric acid solutiono E.x:a= 
mination under the microscope indicated that only ne~ly formed crystals of 
a small size were fr~e from twinning o The crvstals were found to lose water 
upon exposure to the atmosphere and so the e;.rystal taken for diffraction data 
was coated with a thin layer of Canada bals.am-o Even though the neodymium 
sulfate erystals dissolved in the balsam after a period of several months 9 
sufficient data could be obtained with one crystaL Due to the twinning ten-
dency of the crystals~ it was necessary to use a crystal in the shape of a 
·flattened elipsoid having an approximate diameter of Oo02 centimeterso 
X~ray Diffraction Examination 
Single crystal data were obtained by the use of a Weiss-enberg camera-
using filte~ed copp~r radiation and also with a p~~cession camera using filtered 
molybdenum radiationo The crystal showed no face devel~pment and w&s not, 
th~reforep mounted in any particular orientationo Weissenberg oscillation 
photographs indieated that t.he erystal was close to a zone and so this zone 
was used tc take z®ro and first layer phoi!ographs o Both diffraction patterns 
had a symmetry of C2o The crystal was transferred to the precession camera 
and a zero layer diffra~tion pa·ttern was obtained :in a direction 900 from 
the previous two axeso This pattern had a symmetry of C2vo The crystal is 9 
tbareforeb monoclinic o The monoclinic angle~ as giv~n by the Weissenberg 
data 9 is F ~ 103° o Therefore 9 the Weissenber-g photographs had been taken 
around the b axis and contained (hO Jt ) data o The precession photographs 
contained (Ck ( ) data o 
=31= 
The values of the unit cell dimensions 9 a0 ~ b0 ar.d co 9 obtained with 
the Weissenbe-rg camera~ are a0 :;; 13'o'l6 A, b0 :;: 7 o20 i and c0 :;: 18.65 i. 
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The number of molecules per ~i\ cell may now be determined by use of the 
e,xpression n ·:::: f aa~sin r:> ~ -where 14 is the molecular weight- and Pis the 
1.66 M 
density of th€ ~""""'taL The d€nsi ty of neodymium sulf-ate octahydra te is 
2o8 9 and so the~e must be four molecule& p&r unit cello 
~e intensiti-e-s of th€ reflections -were €Stimated visually by comparing 
a series of films. The W€issenberg films were obtained by mul tipl€ film 
techniques. Precession film~ were obtained by making timed exposUreso 
Refieet;ions oceurred in (hk Q ) dat.a only ·when h~k ~ 2n. R€flections 
in the (hO .e ) data oocurred only when h ~ 2n arid .R. ~ 2n o. R€f1~etions of 
the (OkO) typ€ were foind only ~Yl k ~ 2no The&e extinctions · occur only 
in the space groups C9 ~-Cc and C2h=C2/c. It is not possible. to distinguish 
betwe€n these spa~ gF'oups on the basis of. th€ "€xtigctions for they differ 
only in that one possesses a center of symmetry 9 C2h=C2/c 9 while the other one 9 
e84=Cc 9 does not o 
The Pyro&lect:t"ic Effeet 
C!,rstals havinE a center of symmetry ~an not have tertiary pryoeleetrie 
properties. Th€ tertiary pyroelectric effect is the production of an elec= 
trical potential across the faces of an unclampea crystal when the crystal is 
heated -qnevenly. 
Procedures that have b€en suggested in th€ past for detecting this effect 
have not been very satisfactory. Two of the methods sugge&ted are the following2 
1. The crystals are P.~aced on a metal plate and dipped into liquid air. 
The plate is th~n \ilted and if the crystals stick to the plate~ 
they are pyroelectrico 
2. Small crystals are attached to fine silk threads and dipped into 
liquid airo Pyroelectric crystals tend to stick to each other. -
A more satisfa~tory procedUre was desired 9 and so the design of an apparatus , 
to detect tertiary pyroelectric effects was undertaken. 
It was found that when a pyroelectric crystal -was suspe·n~ betW€en two 
electrically ~harged plates a1~ a t-e-mperature $radient set up across the cry= 
stal 9 the crystal shifted its dipole equilibrium position by rotationo It was 
this property tnat was used in ~he ' inv~stigation. A diagram of the apparatus 
used. for thes€ measurements is giv.en in Figure 11. The procedure followed in 
making a measurement is as follows8 
1. The crystal is suspended on the end of a long glass wool fiber and 
lowered to a position between the metal plates. 
2. Liquid air is then poured into the cont~iner and the contents cooled. 
3. A rotential of 1 ~500 volts is placed on the metal plate and the po= 
sition at which the crystal comes to rest is observed. 
4. After the liquid air has obiled off and air e urrents have died down 9 
the infra rP.d lamp is switched on and one side of the crystal is heated. 
5. The rotation of the crystal 9 if any, is then observed by a telescope 
focused on a mirror at the bottom of the container. A rotation in-
dicates a tert iary pyroelectric effect. 
The data taken so far contains no contradictions with the reported struc-
tures. The data are given in Table 8. It is also to be noted that the py= 
roelectric effect has been found in all non=centrosymmetric crystals yet tested. 
If the crystal contains no material that will absorb the infra red wave lengths 9 
it is necessary to coat it with same absorbing substance. Neodymium sulfate 
octahydrate gave no rotation in the above apparatus 9 thus indicating that 
it possessed no pyroelectric effect. Consequently, there is no reason to 
choose the space group c54=Cc~ The subsequent struct ure determination indi= 
cates that the space group C2fi=C2/c is, indeed~ the correct one. 
A recent experiment on a powdered non~centrosymmetric crystalline material 9 
sucrose 9 gave interesting results. The powder was placed in a glass capil-
lary and suspended as before. The capillary gave a definite rotation when 
it was illum:i.nated by the infra red radiation. This indicates the possibility 
of using more easily obtajned powdered material in place of the single cry-
stal for pyroelectric determinations . However 9 few conclusions may be drawn 
from a single example9 although further work on the tertiary pyroelectric 
prQperties of crystalline powders seems to be warranted by the data acquired 
so far. 
ROUGH STRUCTURE 
Intensity ~orrections 
The intensities were first corrected for Lorentz and Polarization factors. 
The irregular shape of the crystal prevented a theoretical absorption correc-
tion so an attempt to determine the net effect of the absorption and tempera= 
ture factors was made-. Since T :;;: e=B ~ v. 
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Fig. 11--Pyroe1ectric apparatus. 
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Table 8. nata Obtained From Pyroelectric Effect Apparatus 
Substance 
Ba (N03)2 
c12H22°11 (sucr'oseJ 
AgNl03 
(NHl+) 2 (COO ) 2 • H2 0 
NaC103 
BaTi03 
Caco2 
(Calcite) 
(c6H5 )2 CO 
(Benzophenone) 
S102 (Quartz) 
Nd2 (904) 3 ·8H20 
Rotation 
xo :: 00 
xo / 900 
0°.C::::::.. x0 7 5° 
o0 ..:::::. x 0 7 75° 
x0 7 0° 
0 0 
X 7 30 
0 - 00 X = 
0°.::::::... xO / 10° 
0°..::::::.. x 0 / 10° 
0 ~ 00 X -
Conclusion 
? 
Non-centrosyw~etrical 
Non- centrosymmetrical 
Non-centrosymmetrical 
Non-centrosymmetrical 
Non-centrosymmetrieal 
? 
Non-centrosymmetrical 
Non-centrosymmetrical 
? 
Reported in Literature 
Centrosymmetrical 
Non-centrosymmetrical 
Non-centros~~metrical 
Non-centrosymmetrical 
No~-centrosymmetrical 
Non-centrosymmetrical 
Centrosymmetrical 
Non-centrosymmetrical 
Non-centrosymmetrical 
Determined as centro-
symmetric in the pre-
sent structure de-
termination 
=35~ 
log ( F (obsd_j_) ~ =~ B sin2Q ~ log Kl/ 2 
F (true) 2 )\ 2 
'where K is a scala factor for F(true). The values of F(true) are not known 
bu. t if a structure is known approximately 9 the ~lues of F (calcd.) may be 
used. .This reeJ.tdres 9 however 9 ~hat B should .be- evaluated by the us-e- of all 
of the refleQt~onso To obtain the best values of B and KP the data are fitted 
by a least sq~res treatment. The values of /J band K may be obtained by · 
salving the fo1lowing aquation8 
. sin2e 1')~ ~~W · 1 ~ 2 Jed.) 
n sin2Q, n log I n f £ bsd £ )\ 2 ~a~cd . ) 1 
~ ~ ~ :;: o. 
n (,;~2 n sj_n29 log~ n sin2e ! 7 ~ ~ 2 (calcd .) ~ - It 2 1 1 l. 
' 
The values of B1 so abtained 9 were negative 9 therefore 9 the adsorption 
effects must overbalance the temperature factor effects. The above treat-
ment is not valid in this case . Therefore 9 it was necessary to neglect ab-
sorption and temperatu~e factor corrections . 
Patterson Projections 
The Patterson function calculations may be modified by making only two 
summations. The resulting function-represents the projection of the Patter= 
son peaks onto the plane of a cell faee. Only zero layer data are reguired 
for such a projection. The Patterson function for the space group c2li = ~2/c 
then becomes 9 if p (xy;;;;) is to be projected onto the (1 90 p0} plane 9 p (yz) ~ r r F1ok q_ ) cos 2 ~ k y cos 2 rfUz 0 If p (xyz) is projected onto the 
k=O t~o (0 91 90) plane 9 the expression becomes 
o-O.o P (xz) :-;: f ~ (Ftho ~ ) <> F4h0 .~ ) ) cos 21"7'hx cos h::;OJ;:o ( .-:c: 
2 . (r~z. 
The Patterson functiO'll -gi-VeS peaks at vector distances betwee-n atoms 
w~th the vectors translated to the origin. The position of the peaks then 
depends upon the point positions of the space group. These point positions 
are given in Table 9. 
The neodymium atom is so heavy~ the peaks due to neodymium inter-
actions are much higher than the rest and may be found without great diffi-
culty. The Patterson pro jection onto the (0 ~1~0) plane, Figure 12~ shows 
a very strong peak at x ~ Ool67 a 0 and z ~ Oo217 c0 o The point positions 
indicate that the interaction of an- eight fold set should pr-oduce such a 
peak at 2x» 2z. This gives p~sible x and z parameters of 0.083 a0 and Ool08c0 
respectively . Due- to the symmetry of the projections 9 it is not possible to 
determine whi~h of the equivalent peaks give the true par-ameters. A similar 
investigation of the Patterson projection onto the (1 ~ 0 9 0) plane~ Figure 13, 
gives~ as possible parameters~ y ~ 0.028 b0 and z ~ 0.108 c0 o Since the 
neodymium reflects so strongly~ it must control the signs of at least the 
stronger refle~tions so th&se may be us~d in electron density projections. 
Table 9. Point Pos itions for Space Group C2R ~ C2/c 
Point positions at (0 0 0; 1/2 1/2 0) ~ 
(a} 0 0 0~ 0 0 1/2. 
(b) 0 1/2 0~ 0 1/2 1/2. 
(c) 1/4 1/4 0; 3/4 1/ 4 1/2. 
(d) 1/4 1/4 1/29 3/4 1/4 o. 
(e) 0 y 1/4; 0 y 3/4. 
(f) xyz~ xyz~ ;y l / 2=Z) xy l/2~z. 
Electron Density Projections 
By treating the electron density function in the same manner as the Pat= 
terson function 9 one may ob~ain a projection of the ~lectron density function 
onto a piane • 
projection onto the (1 0 0) plane~ the express~on obtained 
t F(Ok f1 ) cos 2 6Yky ca1 2ft~ z D. -:,2n 
o!} ~ ,I ~ ~ F(ok Q) sir1 2frky sin 2 fr ~z. 
h..-0 .,e ~2n~l · 
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Fig. 12a--The (O,l,O) Patterson projection. 
ao 
Fig. 12b--Patterson projection symmetry 
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Fig. l3b--Patterson projection symmetry. 
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=40~ 
For a projection onto the (0 1 0) plane the expression becomes, 
t(xz) ~ r ~ 
h~o ,e ~o 
[ (F (hO () <·F (hO Jl.. ) ) cos 2 '171uc cos 
~ (F(1io R )~ F(hO /l )) sin 217'hx sin 2 ffky] • 
Using the parameter values- for t he neodymium obtained from the Patterson 
projections s the ufgns ot' th.e stronger (h 0 ~ ) reflections were ealcula-ted 
and were used to oo·bain an -electron density projection down the short axis 
onto the (0 1 0) plane. The origin of the eell was shifted one quarter 11long 
x in order to obtain agreement with the special positions listed in the In= 
ternational Taoollen zur Bestimmung von Kryst&J:lstrukturen 9 (1935) o This 
indicates that t he peak on the Patterson projection~sed in getting the neo= 
dym.ium parameters was related by symmetry to the true- -peak o The values of the 
neodyn1ium parameters Ob~ained from this projection are x ~ 0.833 a0 ~ and y ~ 
0.028 bQ. P~aks of intermediate h~ights indicat& sulfur atoms in the point 
sets (eJ and (f). The four fold set of sulfur atoms has no x and z parameters 
and must lie at x ~ 0~ and z ~ 0.250 c 0 • The four fold set does have a y 
parameter. The x and z parameters of the eight fold sulfur set were x ~ 
0.217a0 ~ and z g 0.100 c0 • Peaks of lower intensity indieated sulfate oxygen 
in the following eight fold sets~ · 
x ~ 0.908 ao, z g 0.247 o0 p 
x ~ 0.017 a 0 v z ~ 0.172 co9 
X ':. 0 .125 a09 z g: 0.033 Cov r 
and X ~ 0.167 &09 z ::; 0.142 c0 • 
Two of the eight fold sets of sulfate oxygens could not be located on this 
projection, and no peaks that could be attributed to water oxygens co,•11 be 
found. The electJron density proje~tion onto the (1 0 0) plane was next calcu .. 
lated. Since the neodymium contributes strongly to r&flections for which 
A?~ 2n~ these reflections weTe used for the calculations. This projection 
furnished no new infoX"ll''B.tion o However 9 with the x and z parameters for the 
sulfur atoms known 9 the ne~ymium 9 sulfur interaction could pe found on the 
(1 0 0) Patterson projectiono These peaks gaye the y parameters for the sul= 
fur atoms as y ~ 0.183 b0 for the four fold set and y ~ Oo472 b0 for the eight 
fold seto 
REFINEMENT AND LOCATION OF OXYGENS 
Method 
By using the neodymium pos.itions obtained from the Patterson projectionp 
it has been possible to calculate the si~ns of a few of the reflections and 
use these reflections in sla~tron density proJection oalculation~. From these 
projections 9 rough X ~d Z-parameters for the neodymium atomSp sulfur atoms 9 
and most of' the oxygen e:toms~ were obtained. By interpretation of the Patterson 
projections they para~e~r& ~refound for the neodymium and sulfur atoms. 
The locat-ior1 of the wa~er oxygens and the pefinement of the x and z par= 
ameters was accomplished by suecessive calc~ations of structure factors and 
electron density p~oje~tions using the (hO ~) datao No a~temp~was made to 
obtain y par-ameters for the oxygen atoms. HeweverP the rough values of the 
y parameters for the axygens may be calculated on the basis of the x and z 
parameters and the coordination polyhedron. These y para-meters were used 
to calculate structurB factors for ~omparison with the (Ok~) data. The coor= 
dination polyhedron was determined by projecting the atoms of possible poly= 
hedra onto a plane and elimi.nating those that could not give one of the pos= 
sible patterns e 
Refinsd Param&ters 
The neodymium and sulfur parameters were not changed very much d~ring 
the refinement process. The sulfate oxygen positions did shift a considerable 
amount 9 and the water oxygen positions were not found until the last electron 
density projection onto the (0 1 0) planeP Figure 14. 
The x and z apra.meters obtained by the refineme-nt proce-ss are given in 
Table 10. The y parameters are given~ where known. The rough y parameters 
to be expected for the CJoordination poJ.yhedron postulated are also given. 
Those positions were used to eJs.lcula'le an electron del.,sity projection onto 
the (1 0 0) plane~ Fi.gure 15 . The sulfur and neodymium parameters obtained 
from this projection were in a.greement with those obtained from the Patterson 
projection. The resolution is so poor 9 however 9 that only a few of the oxy= 
gen y parameters ~~v hP. verified. There are many peaks that are superimposed 
in this projeetiot. 9 a:i.ld little else may be determined. 
Co~ralation Factors 
When structure factors were calculated on the basis of the neodymium po~ 
si tiona alone-~ a corr-elation factor of 0 o42 lHlS obtained o When the sulfur 
contributions were also used~ the correlation factor dropped to Oo369 thue 
indicating the COIT~ctness of these positionso The addition of the sulfate 
oxygen contributisn~ lowered the correlation factor to Oo27 9 and the addition 
of the contributions ef three sets of water oxygens brough-t the correlation 
factor down to Oo22o This correlation factor indicates that the x and y para= 
meters are essentially correcto 'l'he final values of F obsd o and F calcd o are 
given in Table llo 
The known and calQulated y para~eters were used to calculate the struc~ 
ture factors for th~ (ok&) data 0 'ftiese structure factors gave a correlation 
factor of 0 o42 o This indicates that the y parameters a-r.e not very well known o 
This is to be expectedi however~ because of :the manner in which they were 
obtainedo The values of Fobsdo and ·Fcal~d" for the data are given in Table 12o 
The Coordination of the Neodymium 
The x and ~ parameters fo~ ths structure ar& known ~ and the- y parameters 
forth' neodymium t!lli':ld sulfur ha-ve been obtain<ado This~ in itself 9 is not 
sufficient to determine the tloordina.tion number and configurat,ion of the neo~ 
d.ymiumo Since the neodymium atoms are all equivalent 9 neodymiUm can have 
only one c; oordination number o The maximum numbsr possible may be d~termined 
from the above data~ sin~e o"lY oxvgen atoms h&ving x and z parameters such 
that coordination radius h;,2 ~ 2 2 IIIB.Y cooroinate o The val1:1e of he coordin~ 
ation radius may be taken as the distance to the farthest oxygen atom in the 
;range of rcloordination lt'adii obtained for similar struet~eso This o~gen 
lies at x ~ Oo022 &0 a~ z ~ Ool86eo and the radius obtained is 2o75 l o 
There are ~ons~quently 9 only nine- oxygen atoms that are in a possible coor~ 
dination po~itiono Th~se aF'e made up of five sulfate oxygene aDd four water 
, otyge~s o Consequently the Goordination number"" . ._y be less than nine but not 
greater than nineo 
If the coordination polyhedron poss~ssed a center of symmetry, its pro~ 
jection must also poss~ss a cent~r of symm&try o Even by negl&cting some of the 
oxygens no centroeymmgtri~al proj~ction can be observed on the electron densi= 
ty projectiono Ther~fora 9 only non=centroaymmetrieal coordination polyhedra 
n~ed be conside~edo 
The high radius' ratio to be expected for n~odymium and oxygen would rend&r 
very unlikely aey cuordination number less ths.n eight o The two oonfigurations 
giving a coo~ination number of eight are the ~ube and the square antiprismo 
The cube may be elimina't,ed bacause of' its center or symm~try o The ·~onfiguration 
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Fig. 14a--The (0,11 0) electron density projection. 
Fig. l4b--Electron density projection symmetry. 
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:rab1e 10. Parameters of the Atoms 
. 
I 
;o Point y .. 
Atom· Positionf! X y z Predicted 
., 
' 
Nd (r) 0~332 a0 0.028 b0 0.105 c 0 
s (f) 0.207 a0 0.472 b0 0.088 c 0 
s (e) O~oOOO a 0 0.209 b0 0.250 c0 
0 (f) 0.022 a 0 0.186 c0 0.028 bo 
0 (f) 0.4.34 ~0 ~ 0.200 c 0 0.781 b0 
0 (f) 0.147 ao 0.030 e0 0.264 b0 
0 (f) 0.163 acr 0.133 ~0 0.583 b0 
0 (f) 0.270 a0 0.132 c0 , 0.375 b0 
0 (f) 0.265 a0 0.070 c 0 0.667 b0 
0 (f) 0.032 a0 0.118 c 0 0.028 b0 
0 (f) 0.453 a 0 0.068 .Cef 0.303 b0 
0 (f) 0.249 a 0 0.217 c 0 0.904.-b0 
o : (f) 0.147 a0 0.030 c 0 0.151 b0 
1/4 
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1/2 Fig. 15a--The (1,0,0) electro density projection. 
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Fig. 15b--Electron density projection symmetry. 
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Table lL Calaula.ted and Observed Structure Factors for (hO ,e. ) Data 
... 
.. 
Reflection F obsd o Foaled o Reflection F obsd o F ealcd o 
I 
I 
0.6 0~0 94 13 - , 1Jo4 4~0»0 L7 
051096 10.7 = 11.0 }.0 ~-2 _ 2.4 9.4 090~8 5.2 4.7 v0v4 4.5 5.1 
0 ~ 0 9 10 8.2 8.9 490 96 10.0 ~ 7.9 
0~0 9 14 .6.8 = 7.2 4~0 y 8 10.7 = 9.2 
0 90 916 2.,6 -- ~ 2.7 4~0~12 1lo6 10.5 
0 90 918 3.3 3.0 4ll0lll6 5.4 ~ 3 .. 4 
0 90 9 20 5.5 4.8 490lll8 6.3 = 6.2 
090922 4.5 = L9 4 11 09 20 - 5.0 2.5 
4 90 9 22 7.8 5 .. 5 
2!)0~2 3 Jo8 
2 90 94 12 .. 6 11.:3 6 ll0 92 4.9 1.5 2 90 98 1L6 = 10.5-
- 69094 6.:3 - . 6.9 
290910 5.4 = 3.8 69096 6.0 
- 5 .6 
• 
2lJ0 912 6.1 6.4 6,,0!)8 11.5 8.8 
290914 2.3 2.2 6rO,lO 6.5 7o0 
2ll0916 2.8 
-
2.3 6~0~12 2.2 - 0.7 
290 918 4.6 = 3.7 690lll4 13.6 ~10.7 
290920 4.6 2.3 690918 7.l 6.8 
2 ~ 0 9 22 3.7 4.8 690920 6.4 4.5 
~ ~ qjo 6.1 _. , = 7.4 6yO,O 19.7 lLO 
2 9 0 ~ 2 8 .1 11.3 6-092 2.1 4ol 2 ~ 0.>1 4 4.6 3og _ , 6~0 ~4 11.1 =10.9 2~oll6 13.6 10.1 l~o ~6 10.1 - 6.0 290,8 8.7 7~2- 690 98 . 6.8 3o7 
"2y0p10 1L6 
-
8 .7 ~PQ910 2.3 5.4 
'290912 6.1 = 5.2 bg0l)l4 7.9 = 8.5 
"290914 4.5 
' 
.0.5 bp0918 5.1 :3.3 
'2 90916 10.5 ld'~3 b ~ 0920 3.1 4.9 
'2 9 0 9 20 8.3 = 7.8 b-90 l)22 6.5 - 3.0 
"290922 3.6 
- 5.7 
8,092 5.9 2.6 
49092 8.2 = lO oO 8 90 94- 12.1 lLO 4 90 96 -8.2 9.2 89096 2.2 = 1.1 
49098 3.3 2.2 8 ~0, 8 9~0 
- 9.5 490 pl0 6.3 ~ 6.2 8 lJ 0910 4.8 = 5.6 4~0:912 5 .. 8 
- 5.6 89 0912 8.2 6.6 
4p0'll14 4.9 3.6 890914 4.6 5o4 490916 8.8 10.8 8p0p16 3.9 - 0.9 490918 ~.17 = 1.5 8~0918 6.1 = 7.6 
4 ll 0920 .5 = 6.'6 
~ ~-----.• 1 
/ 
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Table 11 (Continued) 
Reflection F obsd. F calcd. Reflection F obsd. F calcd. 
~r090 3.5 = 3.3 UpO~O 7.0 7.1 
~-~0}2 7.9 = 8.6 U 9 0v2 4.4 0.2 
8,0,6 10.6 8.2 T.2 ~ 0~4 6.9 - 4.4 
iJ~o 9 8 5.8 6.2 ~~0»6 3.7 = 5.0 
S'~O~lO 6.3 - 5.0 ~9098 6.9 = 5.8 
S'~O~l2 4.3 = 7.5 !2~0~10 4.1 3.0 
S'90914 3.7 0.5 1:2 90~12 5.0 = 1.9 
8'90916 7.7 7. 5 '!290914 S.2 
-
7.0 
8'90~18 4.4 1.7 "'!2 90918 7.1 6.8 
S'~0 9 20 5.4 = 5.3 TZ90920 3.5 5.1 
109092 12.0 = 10.3 14.,0~2 5.0 4o9 
10 90 96 5.0 4.1 14-,~~0 94 7.6 7.9 
10,098 8.7 5.6 1490 ~6 4 .0 = 3.1 
10 9 0~10 4.9 = 3.4 149098 6.1 = 7.3 
1090912 5.7 = 5.2 
10~0916 4.8 5.9 i4.9092 4.8 = 6.4 
1490~6 5.3 5.7 
lo9090 3.5 = 2.8 1490~8 3.1 3.9 ) 109092 5.2 5.3 14~0~10 695 .~ 5.4 
!5~0,4 4.7 6.6 !490~14 3.7 0.6 W90 96 4.0 = 4.4 !490916 4.5 4.8 
109098 7.7 
-
8. 5 1490918 4.2 
-
1.8 
!590912 12.1 11.5 
!090~16 5.5 = 6.0 169092 7.3 - 8.4 
10~0~18 8. 5 = 7.3 
1090~20 3.9 1.7 ib,o,o 3.0 = 3.9 
I090,22 4.J6 6.4 !§90~2 4.3 5.6 
16~0,4 8.1 7.3 
12 1) 0,4 3.8 = 4.6 fb9o,6 3.2 
-
2.8 
1290,6 4.2 
-
2.9 16~0,8 6.1 
-
6.6 
12,098 5.8 4.2 1090,12 6.8 7.0 
12ll0,10 4.9 5.5 lb 90914 2.3 3.7 
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Table 12 o Calculated and Observed Structure Factors for (Ok fl. ) Data 
Reflection F obsd o Fcalcd. Ref1eetion Fobsd. Fcalcd" 
Oy0~4 24o5 ' ~ 20.2 0 ~4~10 7.9 11.8 
0 90/~ 17o9 ~ 15.6 0~4,11 2.1 ~ 8.3 
0~098 6.7· 8.2 094~12 2.5 L2 
090,10 15o9 14.6 0~4913 4.5 
-
2o5 
0 90sl4 8o7 = 12.3 0~4~14 4o5 = 9o0 
090916 2o8 ~ 3.2 014915 L6 4.3 
0~0 9 18 4 • .3 2.8 0~4~16 L9 - 4.4 O,OJ20 4.7 6.2 OD4~17 1.9 6.2 
0~0~22 4o2 = 4ofJ 0~4~18 .3o9 4.1 
0 ~0,24 3.7 ~ 6.7 0~4g20 3.1 6.5 
0.1>4~21 2o9 ~ 5o? 
0~2p0 19o5 16o2 O,J, 9 22 2.3 
-
1.9 
0,2~1 L5 
- 3o4 0 9 2 9 2 4.5 1.1 op,o 10 • .3 7.9 
0~293 8.2 
-
5.0 0~6.,1 6o6 6.4 
0 9294 15.4 = 22.1 0.1>6.1>.3 8.2 
-
6.3 
Op2 ~ 6 5.9 = 8.9 0.1>6.1>4 7.5 = 4.2 
0929? ;.o .3.5 0~616 7 o5 = 7.0 
0 9 298 6.1 8.6 096 9 7 8 .5 10.9 
092910 14.1 15.9 09698 .3.2 1.9 
092911 5.9 
-
2.5 OP699 3.8 
-
0.2 
0 9 2912 2.9 
-
0. 3 0 9 6 910 .3.9 4.6 
092,13 2o9 = 4o4 096911 4o.3 = 7.4 
0~2.1>14 2.8 = 10 • .3 · 0 9 6~13 4 • .3 = 5o6 0 92916 4.2 
-
5o2 0~6914 4.3 
-
5.6 
012917 3o8 2.1 096.1>17 4.0 7o4 
092,18 4.3 7.2 0 9 69 18 2.3 2o4 
0 9 2~20 4.3 6.7 0~6920 L5 3.8 
0,2921 1.6 ~ 3.9 
092,22 L8 6.7 0 98~1 3.2 = 7.4 
0~2923 1.2 
-
5.8 09893 7.7 ~ 7o5 
0,2.1>24 3o5. = 6o7 0~8,4 2.6 = 2.1 
0.1>2,25 0 96 2.6 098,5 Lq 0.8 
0~8,7 8.4 6.9 
094.1>0 19.4 12.7 0 98.1> 9 .3.4 2o0 
094 .1>1 6.1 = 5o2 0 98 910 1.5 2.9 
0.1>492 2.6 2.7 0 98 911 5.1 9.2 094,3 9.9 = 8.2 0,8,12 0.7 
- L5 094,4 9.9 9.4 0.98.1>13 4.1 5.-4 0,4.1>6 7.3 ~ 7.4 0,8,14 ' 1 
-
1.9 0~4,7 9.4 5.9 o,8 915 0.7 6.1 
0.1>4 98 2.9 2 .1 
=49= ISC-241 
giving a coordination number of nine is a polyhedra with 18 equal edges formed 
by adding atoms out from the eenters of the three verti~al faces or a trian-
gular prism containing atoms at the siX corners as in ~igure 16. Models 
of the two possible configurations were made and th~possible projections 
studied. There was no orientation of the square antiprism that could give 
even approximat& agreement. An orientation of the polyhedron for the coor~ 
dination numbe-r of nine gave- very close agreement o - -The model gave- a pro= 
jected peak at -each of' the nine possibl-e oxy-gens. The agl"eement is at l-east 
as close as the error o'f the modeL The •odel also giv-es parameters fcrr the 
sulfate oxygene which are in agreement -with these to be~=xpeeted from the 
tetrahedral configuration abou-t +.he sulfur atoms. Although the structure 
determination is nat c om~lete~ the coordinations polyhedron has 9 therefore 9 
been determined with some degree of certainty on the basis of' the above 
observations o 
-50-
Fig. 16--The coordination polyhedron 
o:f the neodymium ion in aul-
:fate octahydrate. 
ISC-241 
=51= 
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